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Introduction
This document has been produced with current information available as of September 2015.
Due to the current environment, changes will occur to information on a regular basis. These
changes will be advertised and documented on the London Borough of Havering website,
Voluntary & Community page at www.havering.gov.uk
The aim of this guide is to assist groups of people working together to influence change in
the local area. This can be an environmental project, a project to help local people, a youth
project, etc.
If the contents of this guide can help an inexperienced group to overcome the hurdles
encountered at the beginning, then it is more likely that the group will be able to get going
and achieve its aims.
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Introduction: Why set up a group?
Most community groups are set up by local people or communities of interest who have
identified a need for a particular activity or service in their area and are committed to doing
something about it.
Starting a group means working together with people who share similar concerns and are
aiming to solve a particular problem or meet a certain need.
Starting a group can be very rewarding, especially as it begins to take shape and develop.
However, it is important to remember that the work involved takes lots of time, commitment
and responsibility and often lots of patience. You will encounter problems and set backs at
times and it is important that those of you involved work through any difficult times together.
Developing a successful group is hard work but as you see your work and group having a
positive impact the rewards are tremendous.
This pack is designed to help you through the process of setting up a group, in particular to
ensure you are aware of all the responsibilities involved.
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Stage 1 - Getting started
Running a group is a team effort, so a good way to start your group is to bring together a
number of people who share similar interests and concerns. Meet and talk to each other
about what you could do and how you could do it.
There are a number of questions you could ask yourselves about your group. It might help
you to use the spaces below to write down some answers as you discuss.

1. What type of organisation is it?
• Will it be a self-help group?
• Will it provide services and/or activities for others?
• Will it undertake campaigning work on issues of concern?
• Where will it operate?

2. Is there a need for the service?
• How do you know there is a need?
• Who needs it?
• How many people need it?
• What are the needs?
• Will your group meet these needs in full / in part?

3. Are there existing groups in your area providing similar services? If so:
• Have you contacted these organisations? (LBH Community Safety & Development Team
can put you in contact with groups who may be doing similar work).
• Would it be better to work with an existing group? There is a lot of competition for funding
and donors often look at whether similar services are already in existence.

4. If you think a new group is necessary be clear about: • What the advantages would be in setting up a new organisation?
• What would be different about your group?

If you think a new group/organisation is necessary write down: • The aims and purpose of the group/organisation – or what you want to do
• Who will benefit?
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Stage 2 – Getting organised
Think about the structure and management of your organisation.
1.

How will the organisation be structured and managed?
There is usually a core of three to four people who set up a group and later a
Management Committee of between three to eleven people (the Good Group
Guide is also available to give advice and guidance) .

• How many people will be involved in running the organisation?
• How often will you need to meet?
2. How and when will you provide services?
• Do you need premises to do this for example space in a local community centre?
• How will you advertise your services and publicise your group?
3. Will the service be provided by volunteers or paid staff?
• Will they need training – if so how will this be organised?

4. Will finance be needed to provide a service?
• If yes, who will undertake the fundraising work and when will this begin?
• What information do you need about fundraising regulations?
• Where can you go for help?
5. You will need to produce a plan
Once you have thought about and discussed the points in stages 1 & 2 with others involved
in the group, and written down your ideas and answers down on paper, you will then be well
on your way to developing a formal plan for your group/organisation.
Increasingly the Charity Commission and funders are requesting plans. Remember
you can get help and support at any stage from the LBH Community Safety &
Development Team.

Identify some of the key points here.
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Setting up a management committee
What is a committee?
You need to set up a committee of people who are going to be responsible for running a
group and taking decisions, and ensuring your aims and objectives are followed.
The committee are a small number of people – maybe between 3 and 15 people – who will
represent your group, are responsible for running your group, and who meet regularly to
decide how to run your group and who will do what.
The committees are responsible – by law - for running a group and making sure it achieves
what it sets out to do. This is very important. If something goes wrong, or if you lose money,
then the committee could be held personally liable. It is very important that the people who
are interested in joining your committee are aware of this.
It is a good idea when you form your committee to have people who have particular skills in
different areas - like finance, administration, publicity, previous experience on committees,
and so on.
Individual members may take on roles, such as chair, treasurer or secretary – but
remember that the committee as a whole is legally responsible.
Main responsibilities of the committee as a whole include:
•

Ensuring that the organisation meets its objectives as set out in the constitution, (or
governing document) and that it acts in the interests of the organisation’s
beneficiaries.

•

Ensuring that the organisation has enough resources to carry out its work, and that
all resources and assets are well-managed and used to meet its objectives.

•

Regularly attending committee meetings, and taking decisions working jointly with
other members of the committee.

•

Keeping up with the organisation’s activities, and providing proper reports to
members and supporters – particularly annual reports and accounts.

•

Ensuring that all the rules in the constitution are followed (for example elections,
changing the constitution).

•

Ensuring that the organisation meets all its legal responsibilities – such as Health and
Safety, equal opportunities, insurance, and employment laws.

•

Ensuring that all contracts – employment, tenancy agreements and so on – are
complied with.

•

Ensuring that premises and equipment are maintained and insured.
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Roles of committee members
A committee will include people with specific tasks. These people are called ‘officers’. There
are three tasks in particular – chair, secretary, and treasurer –, which should always be in
place and are called ‘Honorary Officers’.
Other committee members could take on other specific tasks if this is appropriate to your
group. For example:
• Events
• Membership
• Publicity
• Fundraising

How the committee is organised
Your constitution should set out detailed rules on how and when committee members can be
elected. These rules are usually standard. If you are a new group it will probably be a case
of looking for volunteers to join the committee and agreeing between yourselves who will be
committee members. However, in future years you may have a larger membership, and
other members may want to take over responsibility and an election is the fairest way of
deciding this.
Your group will have an Annual General Meeting (AGM) once a year. This is a meeting
which all members are invited to, where the annual report and accounts are presented, and
where the committee stand for election. Normally the members at the AGM will elect the
Honorary Officers to the committee, and other committee members. Some committee
members may wish to continue in their posts. This means for some committee members it
may just be a case of re-electing them if there is no opposition.
Once elected the committee take legal responsibility for the organisation. Between AGMs,
the committee will meet regularly – perhaps monthly, or less frequently (there will be a rule in
your constitution about frequency of meetings) – to oversee the running of the group and
take decisions. These meetings are sometimes called ‘management committee’ or
‘executive committee’ meetings.
At the first new committee meeting, they may decide between themselves
who will take on other specific tasks (e.g. publicity). Committee meetings must always be
minuted, and should be carefully filed away.
Other people may join the committee in an advisory capacity. For example, volunteers, local
councillors or staff may join, or professional advisors. However, these people will not be
legally responsible for decisions taken, which mean they will not have a vote. They are
simply there to report back on detailed decisions, or to give advice.
A small group of committee members may want to meet from time to time to work in more
detail on specific areas (e.g. programme of events or fundraising). These meetings are
known as ‘subcommittees’, and they are a helpful way of delegating the more detailed work
of the committee to members who are skilled or interested in particular topics. Some larger
organisations may have a general sub-committee, often called ‘finance and general
purposes’, which will look in more detail at the organisation’s activities. Remember, though,
that all sub-committees must always report back to the main or executive committee for
official ratification.
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Stage 3 – Formalising the structure
If you want to set up an organisation, and especially if you intend to spend money, which has
been granted or donated to you, then you need to be properly organised.
Why?
•

Because your group will be responsible for its activities and the money it spends, and
there need to be rules in place to ensure everyone is clear about their responsibility;

•

So that the project can be run better, and the money is spent properly & efficiently.

When you set up a group, there are two formal things you should have in place:
a Governing Document or constitution and a Committee.
The legal structure - your Governing Document or Constitution (set of rules).
When you set up a group you need to work out exactly what you want to do and how you will
do it. This involves setting out, formally, the objectives of the group, as well as rules such as
how to elect your committee and accept new members.
You need a Governing Document:
• So that everyone knows exactly what your organisation aims to do
• So that everyone knows how your organisation will be run
• So that everyone knows who is responsible for running your organisation
• To apply for money to run your group – Funders or Grant Givers will only give
money to you if they are confident it will all be accounted for and spent properly.
The normal type of governing document for a small group is a constitution.
A constitution sets up an association - a group of people who come together, democratically,
with a specific aim. This group of people (members) will decide on a committee, and the
committee will then be responsible for running the organisation. Members can elect a new
committee regularly.
Remember… once your group have agreed your constitution, it is a legal document. The
committee, not the members, will be personally responsible for making sure the rules are
followed.

What is in a constitution?
Your constitution will firstly tell you what your group is called, and what it aims to do. In a
constitution the aims are known as ‘objects’.
The objects are the most important part of your constitution, because they will say
what your overall aims are. Objects are not simply a list of your activities - there is an
important difference between objects and activities.
•
•

Your objects are your overall aims.
To identify these, think about the overall need. What does your group want to
achieve or improve?
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•
•

Your activities are more straightforward – these are the specific projects or services
you want to set up, in order to achieve your aims.
For example, let’s say you wanted to set up an after-school club for children. Your
activities would be ‘provision of an after-school club’. However, this is not your
object – your overall aim or object would be something like ‘to advance the
education of children under the age of 16’.

•

If you are working is a specific area, this also needs to be in your objects. It is a
good idea to add ‘and elsewhere’ to your geographical remit, in case you go over the
boundary.

•

Remember that the constitution should be seen in the long term – so the broader
your objects are to start with, the more flexibility you have to take on new initiatives
in the future.

If you want to register as a charity, then the Charity Commission will look carefully at
your objects to make sure that what you want to do is charitable.
For more details on what objects are charitable, please look at the Charity
Commission’s website www.charitycommission.gov.uk under Charity Registration.
The LBH Community Safety & Development Team can also help you with this.
Your constitution will also set out more general rules, most of which usually apply to any
group. The rules, which need to be included, are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Powers – what you can legally do to carry out your activities - for example, by raising
money or hiring a building
Membership – who is eligible for membership, how people become members, and
how people are disqualified (your group may have special rules on who is eligible to
be a member)
Committees – how and when the committee is elected, and which specific jobs need
to be filled
Annual General Meeting – once a year your organisation will have a meeting for all
its members when the committee is elected and the annual report presented
Finance – rules on preparing annual accounts
Changing the constitution – the procedure for altering any of your rules – this
should be at a general meeting with an overall majority
Dissolution – the procedure for closing down your organisation

How do we adopt our constitution?
Once you have your constitution, you need to have a meeting where the committee
members sign it and date it. You must also take a formal record (‘minutes’) of this meeting.
When this is done, the constitution is then officially ‘adopted’, and this means it is a legal
document. From then on your group must be run according to what the constitution says. So
for example, if you want to elect a new committee member, or if you want to change the
constitution itself, you have to follow the rules in the constitution.
When you have adopted your constitution, file it away carefully. When you apply for funding,
or if you want to register as a Charity, a copy of the signed constitution will need to be
presented. Important documents like the constitution and minutes of meetings should be
filed away separately.
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Model constitutions
Constitutions look very complicated at first glance, because of all the administrative
provisions. However, model constitutions are available, and the Charity Commission has
their own model constitution. A model constitution contains all the standard parts such as
elections, altering the constitution, dissolution, and so on. With a model constitution you
need to insert the name of your organisation and the objects, and include any specific rules
for your group (for example, you may have specific rules over who is eligible for
membership). However, you need to carefully read through all of it, particularly the
administrative provisions (election of officers, etc.) and make sure you are fully aware of their
implications for your group. The Charity Commission produces many leaflets and in
particular one explaining the responsibilities of Trustees and you are advised to request one
for each Trustee to ensure they are clear and confident about their responsibilities from the
beginning. The leaflets are free of charge and can be posted to you upon request.
Information is also available on the Charity Commission website.
Don’t worry - remember that the LBH Community Safety & Development Team is
available to help you with your governing document.

Stage 4 – Charity Registration
Why would your group want to register as a Charity?








Access to funding - many funders only accept applications from registered charities.
An improved public image.
Financial benefits - relief from various taxes.
Information and advice from the Charity Commission.
You may have to, if your income is over £5,000 per year, if you have a permanent
endowment, or if you occupy or use rateable property, and your group has
exclusively charitable objects.

What are the restrictions?




A Charity has a duty to ensure all its activities and resources are used to further its
charitable purposes.
There are strict controls on political campaigning, trading, and trustees receiving
financial benefits.
You must conform to accounting rules under charity law.

What is a charity?






Charities exist for the public benefit. Benefits cannot be restricted to members, or
one individual, and those responsible for running the organisation cannot normally
financially benefit.
Charities are not-for-profit or non-profit making.
The definition of a charity can be generally classified into four categories:
The relief of poverty;
The advancement of religion;
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The advancement of education;
Other purposes beneficial to the community.

How do you register?
The Charity Commission has an application form and a declaration by trustees. Your group’s
objects – your overall aims - are the most important factor in deciding whether your
organisation is a Charity or not. However, the Charity Commission will also want to be
confident that you will be able to achieve these objects. This means knowing what you want
to do, and showing that you have or will have the resources to achieve it.
The application pack can be ordered direct from the Charity Commission. If you are
interested in registering and you need help or advice it may be useful to book an
appointment with the LBH Community Safety & Development Team, who will be able to go
through the application with you.

Stage 5 - More information
There are two types of community support organisations:
Borough Based Support

•
•
•
•
•

Race Equality Partnership
Councils for Voluntary Services
Volunteer Bureau
Training and Employment Networks
Refugee Training Organisations

Community of interest support
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Women’s organisations
Lesbian, gay and bi -sexual
Elderly
Culturally specific
Supplementary schools
Research Skills
Trustee support

Havering Council actively supports local community organisation in a range of ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information and advice
Regular newsletters
Information to help put you in touch with other community support organisations
Short courses & conferences
Information on a range of funders and fundraising
Regular voluntary & community events
Help with developing your Business Plan

Once you have read the Getting Started Pack, if you have additional questions please
contact the LBH Community Safety & Development Team for help. We can offer direct help
or if needed sign post you to other support organisations for further assistance.
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Useful Books
• Voluntary but not Amateur: a Guide to Voluntary Organisations and the Law (Jacki
Reason, Ruth Hayes, Duncan Forbes, - check for the latest edition, London
Voluntary Services Council -LVSC)
• Just About Managing: Effective Management for Voluntary Organisations and
Community Groups (Sandi Adirondack, check for the latest edition, LVSC)
• The Voluntary Sector Legal Handbook (Sandi Adirondack, James Sinclair Taylor,
Check for the latest edition, Directory of Social change - DSC)
The Good Group Guide

www.havering.gov.uk/voluntaryandcommunity

Registering as a Charity
• Charitable Status: a Practical Guide (Andrew Phillips, check for latest edition,
Directory of Social Change)
• Groups who want to register as a charity need to use the Charity Commission
application pack Starting a Charity and Applying for Registration. Contact:
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/charity-commission who can guide
you through the process of application.
The Charity Commission also has a number of publications on different aspects of Charities:
• Starting and registering a charity CC21
• Choosing and preparing a governing document CC22
• Responsibilities of charity trustees CC3
• Political Activities and Campaigning by Charities CC9
• Charity Accounts: The framework CC51
• Accounting for the Smaller Charity CC54
• The Carrying Out of an Independent Examination CC56
• Receipts and Payments Accounts Pack CC57
These are available for from the Charity Commission.
Charity Commission help line: 0870 333 0123 minicom: 0870 333 0125
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